Actions for Nonphysical Harm: The Relationship Between the Tort System and No-Fault Compensation (With an Emphasis on Workers’ Compensation)

Jean C. Love†

Dissatisfaction with the tort system's fault-based method of compensating for personal injuries has led to the enactment of workers’ compensation legislation by every jurisdiction in the United States.1 It has also prompted New Zealand to adopt a comprehensive no-fault plan for any type of personal injury caused by accident, whether sustained on the job or elsewhere.2 These no-fault plans adopted by the United States and New Zealand have several common features: compensation may be obtained without proof of fault, no-fault benefits are lower in amount than the damages recoverable at common law, and no-fault compensation is often a complete substitute for tort recovery.

When no-fault legislation was originally enacted in the United States and New Zealand, the focus was on providing adequate compensation for
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negligently inflicted physical injury. Legislative bodies did not consider whether no-fault plans should cover claims for pure nonphysical harm, and the plans were silent on the subject. As a result, when claimants subject to such no-fault legislation bring tort actions for pure nonphysical harm, the courts have two basic options. First, the judiciary may construe a no-fault plan as implicitly covering claims for nonphysical harm. That option would bar tort actions for such harm, even though the no-fault plan may not adequately compensate for nonphysical injuries. Second, the judiciary may construe a no-fault plan as explicitly covering only claims for physical injury. This would permit the victim of a nonphysical injury to pursue a common law tort action outside the framework of the no-fault plan.

In recent years, an increasing volume of litigation has raised the question of whether no-fault legislation should be construed to cover pure nonphysical harm. A review of the current case law indicates that the judiciary generally prefers the tort forum for dignitary harms, such as false imprisonment, defamation, civil rights violations, invasions of privacy, and retaliatory discharge. The courts are more evenly split with respect to actions for emotional distress, such as the intentional infliction of emotional distress and the bad-faith refusal to pay a workers’ compensation claim. Some courts hold that no-fault legislation provides the exclusive remedy, even though the benefits do not adequately compensate for general emotional distress. Others allow recovery in tort in order to protect fully the plaintiff who has suffered general emotional distress. In response to this recent litigation, a few legislatures have amended their no-fault statutes to explicitly include or exclude cov-
verage of claims for certain types of nonphysical harm, but such legisla-
tion is still relatively rare.\textsuperscript{14}

The problem with the current case law is that the courts have not
formulated any consistent theory of tort recovery. Sometimes they per-
mit the claimant to pursue both no-fault benefits and tort damages; some-
times they permit recovery of either no-fault benefits or tort damages.
Recent amendments to workers' compensation plans have compounded
the problem by expanding no-fault coverage to encompass occupational
diseases and mental disabilities.\textsuperscript{15} Unfortunately, these modifications
were enacted without consideration of their impact on actions for digni-
tary harm and general emotional distress.

This Article will examine the judicial opinions that have considered
whether no-fault legislation covers claims for pure nonphysical harm, or
whether such claims should be litigated as tort actions. First, the Article
summarizes the three theories of statutory construction that courts cur-
tently employ to permit tort recovery for dignitary harm and general
emotional distress. Second, it applies those theories to selected actions
for nonphysical harm in order to demonstrate their strengths and weak-
nesses. Finally, the Article offers proposals for legislative reform of no-
fault plans. It suggests a broad spectrum of amendments that would
explicitly permit tort recovery in actions for dignitary harm and general
emotional distress. Enactment of the proposed reforms would help to
clarify this murky area of no-fault compensation legislation.

This Article does not explore the question of whether tort liability
for pure nonphysical harm should be replaced by a no-fault compensa-
tion plan. That topic has been explored elsewhere in this symposium.\textsuperscript{16}
This Article assumes no alteration in the existing coverage of no-fault
compensation legislation. Instead, it suggests various ways in which tort
liability might augment current no-fault plans.\textsuperscript{17} Allowing supplemental
tort recovery for pure nonphysical harm can serve to vindicate and com-
 pense the plaintiff's dignitary interests. It can also deter the infliction
of nonphysical harm and punish those who maliciously interfere with
another person's civil rights, privacy rights, or other dignitary interests.
Thus this Article envisions that no-fault plans will be the primary source
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of compensation for physical injuries and for physical or mental disabilities, whereas tort liability will be the source of compensation for any pure nonphysical harm that is not covered by workers' compensation legislation. In addition, tort liability will be authorized to punish and deter egregious wrongdoers.  

I
THEORIES OF TORT RECOVERY

There are two theories of statutory construction which the courts have used to authorize tort recovery for both physical and nonphysical harm after the enactment of a no-fault plan: the cumulative action theory and the alternative action theory. The cumulative action theory permits a cause of action for tort damages in addition to a claim for no-fault benefits. The benefits are set off against the tort judgment to avoid double recovery. Under the alternative action theory, a tort action is authorized in lieu of no-fault compensation. Some jurisdictions permit the injured party to elect between no-fault benefits and tort damages, but usually the judiciary or the agency administering the no-fault statute makes the choice pursuant to legislative guidelines.

A third theory, which I will call the cumulative remedy theory, has recently emerged, particularly in actions for nonphysical harm. Courts applying this theory permit the injured person to split the cause of action. The plaintiff then may recover no-fault benefits up to the statutory maximum for the types of harm covered by the statute and tort damages, including punitive damages, for all other types of harm. The cumulative remedy theory differs from the cumulative action theory in that it prohibits the recovery of tort damages for any type of harm that is covered by a no-fault plan. The cumulative remedy theory differs from the alternative action theory in that it authorizes tort damages as a supplemental remedy, rather than as an alternative to no-fault benefits.

The differences between these three theories can be further illuminated by the following hypothetical. Imagine that a woman was sexually

18. I developed a similar thesis in an earlier article which proposes that tort actions for punitive damages be allowed to coexist with no-fault compensation benefits. That article focuses on tort actions by claimants who sustained physical injuries. Love, supra note 17.
22. See infra text accompanying notes 140-73.
harassed by her employer and suffered both physical and nonphysical injuries. Under the *cumulative action theory*, the victim would receive no-fault benefits — limited compensation for economic loss — as reimbursement for her physical and mental disabilities. She would also be permitted to recover unlimited compensatory tort damages for her medical expenses, lost earning capacity, pain and suffering, and pure nonphysical harm. In addition, she could recover punitive damages upon proof of malicious misconduct. Her tort recovery would be reduced by the amount of her no-fault benefits. Under the *alternative action theory*, the victim would receive either no-fault benefits or tort damages. Under the *cumulative remedy theory*, the victim would receive no-fault benefits (limited compensation for economic loss) as reimbursement for her physical and mental disabilities. In addition, she could sue in tort for her pure nonphysical harm and for punitive damages. She would be prohibited from recovering tort damages for her medical expenses, lost earning capacity, and pain and suffering because these types of harm are covered by the no-fault plan.

In a few jurisdictions, statutes have authorized the three theories of tort recovery discussed in this Part of the Article. Those statutes will be discussed at the beginning of each Section. In most jurisdictions, however, the courts have developed the theories, and therefore the primary focus of this Part is on judicial opinions.

### A. Cumulative Action

Three states (Oregon, Washington, and West Virginia) have enacted workers' compensation legislation authorizing a cumulative tort action for acts done by an employer with the "deliberate intention" to cause personal "injury or death."23 The phrase "deliberate intention" has been interpreted to mean that the employer acted with a "consciously, subjectively and deliberately formed intention to produce the specific result of injury or death to an employee."24 The primary purpose of these statutes

---

23. The West Virginia statute provides:
If injury or death result to any employee from the deliberate intention of his employer to produce such injury or death, the employee... shall have the privilege to take under this chapter, and shall also have cause of action against the employer, as if this chapter had not been enacted, for any excess damages over the amount received or receivable under this chapter.


is to provide additional compensation and punitive damages to the victims of deliberately inflicted physical injury or death.

No plaintiff has successfully invoked any of these statutes in seeking tort recovery for purely nonphysical harm.\(^{25}\) Moreover, even if a court were willing to construe the term "injury" to cover pure nonphysical harm, the plaintiff's opportunity to recover under the statute would still be severely restricted by the specific intent requirement. Nevertheless, these statutory causes of action have inspired the California judiciary to develop the cumulative action theory as a basis for awarding damages for nonphysical harm to employees.

The first California case to recognize the cumulative action theory was *Unruh v. Truck Insurance Exchange*.\(^{26}\) The plaintiff charged that a workers' compensation insurer had harassed her in an outrageous manner during its investigation of her successful claim.\(^{27}\) The California Supreme Court allowed her to bring a tort action for assault, battery and the intentional infliction of emotional distress. A California statute granted the workers' compensation insurer immunity from suit by an employee who had received workers' compensation benefits.\(^{28}\) The court held, however, that the insurer could not invoke the statutory immunity when, "as in the instant case, . . . such insurer intentionally embarks upon a deceitful course of conduct in its investigation which causes injury to the subject of the investigation."\(^{29}\) The court distinguished between negligent and intentional misconduct and concluded that an action at law for the insurer's intentional torts would not impair the objective of workers' compensation legislation.\(^{30}\)

The *Unruh* court applied the cumulative action theory to "intentional" misconduct. Subsequent decisions by the California courts of appeal\(^{31}\) have confined the theory to cases involving "fraudulent, deceit-

\(^{25}\) In Hardy v. State, 38 Wash. App. 399, 685 P.2d 610 (1984), the plaintiff sought to recover tort damages for general harassment under the Washington statute, but her claim was denied because she failed to prove that the alleged harasser had acted within the scope of his employment.


\(^{27}\) *Unruh*, 7 Cal. 3d 616, 498 P.2d 1063, 102 Cal. Rptr. 815 (1972).


\(^{29}\) *Unruh*, 7 Cal. 3d at 630, 498 P.2d at 1073, 102 Cal. Rptr at 825.

\(^{30}\) Id.

ful, outrageous, [or] perfidious” tortious acts by the insurer. Thus, unless the California Supreme Court reiterates the broad test of intent articulated in *Unruh*, this judicially recognized tort action will require the same proof of specific intent as is currently required by the Oregon, Washington and West Virginia statutes.

The California Supreme Court has also recognized the cumulative action theory in a case of employer misconduct. In *Johns-Manville Products Corp. v. Superior Court*, it held that an employee seeking workers’ compensation benefits for a disability caused by exposure to asbestos could simultaneously bring a tort action for aggravation of the disease resulting from the employer’s fraudulent concealment of the fact that the plaintiff had asbestosis. The court perceived a trend toward allowing an action at law for injuries suffered in employment “if the employer acts deliberately for the purpose of injuring the employee or if the harm resulting from the intentional misconduct consists of aggravation of an initial work-related injury.”

The supreme court’s phraseology is strikingly similar to the language of the Oregon, Washington and West Virginia statutes, which appears to focus on physical injury. However, one court of appeal in California has extended the *Johns-Manville* doctrine to an action for non-physical harm caused by an employer. In *McGee v. McNally*, the court held that the victim of a “campaign of harassment designed by his supervisors to deprive him of his job” could bring a tort action for intentional infliction of emotional distress even though he also was entitled to workers’ compensation benefits for the physical harm caused by the harassment. Citing *Johns-Manville*, the court found that workers’ compensation “was not intended to preclude certain actions based on rare instances of malicious oppression.”

The California judiciary’s development of a cumulative action theory has now been endorsed, at least in part, by the California legislature. In 1982, the legislature amended the workers’ compensation

---
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35. Id. at 476, 612 P.2d at 955, 165 Cal. Rptr. at 865.
36. See supra note 23.
38. Id. at 893-95, 174 Cal. Rptr. at 254-55.
39. Id. at 894-95, 174 Cal. Rptr. at 255.
40. Id. at 895, 174 Cal. Rptr. at 256; see also Young v. Libby-Owens Ford Co., 214 Cal. Rptr. 400 (Cal. Ct. App. 1985) (action for “intentional” infliction of emotional distress, assault, and battery).
statute to allow an employee to bring an action at law against an employer, even after recovering workers' compensation benefits, in the following instances:

(1) Where the employee's injury or death is proximately caused by a willful physical assault by the employer. (2) Where the employee's injury is aggravated by the employer's fraudulent concealment of the existence of the injury and its connection with the employment, in which case the employer's liability shall be limited to those damages proximately caused by the aggravation. . . .

Although the statute clearly codifies Johns-Manville, it falls short of codifying Unruh's recognition of a cumulative cause of action for any intentional misconduct. The first section of the statute neither defines "willful" nor specifies whether the injury caused by the "physical assault" must also be physical. Furthermore, it is unlikely that the statute would permit recovery in a case like McGee, where the harm was caused by a "campaign of harassment." The second part of the statute is worded clearly, but the scope of the term "injury" is undefined. The California legislation may thus be construed expansively to provide a statutory basis for the courts to allow cumulative actions for nonphysical harm, at least in actions for fraudulent concealment. Alternatively, the statute may be interpreted restrictively to permit cumulative actions only for physical harm caused by willful misconduct or aggravated by fraudulent concealment of the existence of an injury.

This examination of the California case law demonstrates the limitations of the cumulative action theory as applied to tort actions for nonphysical harm. The theory allows recovery only for egregious misconduct. Even though many actions for nonphysical harm are intentional tort actions, it will usually be difficult to prove that the defendant "consciously, subjectively and deliberately" intended to cause nonphysical harm to the plaintiff or engaged in "fraudulent," "perfidious" or "outrageous" conduct.

B. Alternative Action

The alternative action theory mandates a choice between a tort claim and no-fault benefits. In this way it is more limited than the cumulative action theory. On the other hand, the alternative action theory is

42. Id.
43. In Iverson v. Atlas Pac. Eng'g, 143 Cal. App. 3d 219, 225, 191 Cal. Rptr. 696, 700 (1983), the court construed an exception to California's exclusive remedy clause for a willful "physical act of aggression." The court held the exception required proof of a physical act causing a reasonable fear of harm, but held that "the resulting harm need not also be physical."
44. See supra text accompanying notes 37-40.
45. See supra text accompanying notes 23-24.
46. See supra text accompanying notes 31-32.
broader than the cumulative action theory insofar as it may permit a tort claim for intentional employer misconduct that involves neither a specific intent to injure nor outrageous misconduct. This section will explore the various statutory and judicial permutations of the alternative action theory.

I. Statutory Cause of Action

Seven jurisdictions in the United States have statutes creating an alternative tort action in cases of intentional misconduct by the employer. Three of these states have legislation that gives the employee an explicit option:

If injury or death results to an employe[e] through the deliberate intention of his employer to produce such injury or death, the employe[e] or his dependents may take under this chapter, or in lieu thereof, have a cause of action at law against the employer as if this chapter had not been passed . . . .

Three other states have created statutory exceptions to their exclusive remedy clauses for "intentional" torts, wrongs or acts. One state has authorized an alternative tort action for "wilful or unprovoked physical aggression."

The statutory alternative tort actions have proven to be no more useful to victims of nonphysical harm than the statutory cumulative tort actions discussed in the preceding section. It is questionable whether the statutory exceptions are applicable to actions for nonphysical injuries. If so, proof of specific intent to harm is usually required. Not surprisingly, then, all but one of the cases from these seven jurisdictions that have allowed tort actions for nonphysical harm have permitted recovery.

47. KY. REV. STAT. ANN. § 342.610(4) (Michie 1983). Accord MD. ANN. CODE art. 101, § 44 (1957). The Arizona statute is worded somewhat differently:

A. The right to recover compensation pursuant to this chapter for injuries sustained by an employee . . . is the exclusive remedy against the employer . . . , except that if the injury is caused by the employer's wilful misconduct, . . . and the act causing the injury is the personal act of the employer . . . and the act indicates a wilful disregard of the life, limb or bodily safety of employees, the injured employee may either claim compensation or maintain an action at law for damages . . . .

B. "Wilful misconduct" as used in this section means an act done knowingly and purposely with the direct object of injuring another.


53. See generally Love, supra note 17, at 263-64.

in spite of, rather than in reliance upon, the statutory provisions.\textsuperscript{55}

Instead of requiring proof of specific intent pursuant to the statutory provisions, the cases have recognized an alternative tort action based on the theory that an action for nonphysical harm lies outside the scope of the workers' compensation plan, and thus is unaffected by the exclusive remedy clause.\textsuperscript{56} For example, in \textit{Columbia Sussex Corporation v. Hay},\textsuperscript{57} a Kentucky court permitted the plaintiff to bring tort actions for false imprisonment and slander \textit{per se} against her employer. The court interpreted the Kentucky statute quoted in the opening paragraph of this Section as authorizing a tort action only if the plaintiff's injury resulted from "willful and physical aggression."\textsuperscript{58} It then held that the plaintiff did not have to fit her case within the language of the statute because

\begin{quote}
[t]he purpose of Workers' Compensation is to redress physical and mental injuries and damages arising from the employment relationship. The crux of a slander \textit{per se} action is not injury, for no actual damages are required to be shown. Likewise, false imprisonment stands or falls upon elements which may result in damages, but again such are not requisite for a prima facie case.\textsuperscript{59}
\end{quote}

Since the plaintiff could allege a prima facie tort action without proof of actual harm, there was "nothing for which the Workers' Compensation Act would compensate."\textsuperscript{60} Therefore, the plaintiff was free to proceed in a tort action outside the scope of the workers' compensation legislation. Had her injury come within the scope of the no-fault plan, her tort action would have been barred because she would have been unable to prove the "willful and physical aggression" required to bring her action within the statutory exception to the exclusive remedy clause.

In another case,\textsuperscript{61} the Eighth Circuit held that a plaintiff could bring a tort action against her employer and its workers' compensation carrier for their bad-faith refusal to pay workers' compensation benefits. The plaintiff sought to rely\textsuperscript{62} on the South Dakota statute creating an exception to the workers' compensation exclusive remedy clause in cases of "intentional wrongdoing."\textsuperscript{63} Instead, the court allowed the plaintiff to sue in tort by holding that her action fell outside the scope of the workers' compensation legislation because the statute does not cover "torts

\begin{footnotes}
55. \textit{See infra} text accompanying notes 57-64.
56. \textit{See infra} text accompanying notes 98-118. The technique of statutory construction employed by these courts is discussed more fully \textit{infra} in the text accompanying notes 76-139.
58. \textit{Id. at} 278.
59. \textit{Id. at} 279.
60. \textit{Id.}
62. \textit{Id. at} 1261 n.4.
\end{footnotes}
which occur independent of the industrial injury.”

In only one case, Maggio v. St. Francis Medical Center, Inc., has a court from one of these seven jurisdictions relied on the statutory alternative action to permit the plaintiff to sue in tort for nonphysical harm. The Louisiana workers’ compensation statute provides: “Nothing in this Chapter shall affect the liability of the employer . . . , civil or criminal, resulting from an intentional act.” In Maggio, the court held the plaintiff had satisfied the “intentional act” requirement by alleging that the defendant engaged in a “pattern of outrageous, harassing conduct” of such a nature as “to necessarily be calculated and intended to make plaintiff’s working conditions unbearable and to cause him mental and emotional distress.”

Although the courts in these seven jurisdictions usually have not chosen to rely upon the statutes authorizing alternative tort actions in permitting recovery for nonphysical harm, the legislation could be invoked in future cases. The statutes which courts currently interpret to require proof of intent to cause physical injury could be construed to permit proof of specific intent to cause either physical or nonphysical harm. In addition, the exclusive remedy clauses that create exceptions for “intentional” torts, wrongs or acts could readily be interpreted to allow actions for nonphysical harm, as in Maggio. Even the Idaho exclusive remedy clause, which creates an exception for “willful or unprovoked physical aggression,” could be construed to allow certain intentional nonphysical tort actions. For example, the dissenting judge in Yeend v. United Parcel Service, Inc. suggested that the Idaho statute should be interpreted to allow actions for the intentional infliction of emotional distress because

[the] statute was enacted at a time in Idaho history when we did not have a common law cause of action for “intentional or reckless infliction of

64. Hollman, 712 F.2d at 1261.
67. 391 So. 2d at 950.
68. See supra text accompanying note 47.
70. See supra text accompanying notes 48-50.
71. Maggio v. St. Francis Medical Center, Inc., 391 So. 2d 948 (La. Ct. App. 1980). The Louisiana Supreme Court has ruled that plaintiffs may bring alternative tort actions based on proof of either deliberate or constructive intent:

The meaning of “intend” is that the person who acts either (1) consciously desires the physical result of his act, whatever the likelihood of that result happening from his conduct; or (2) knows that that result is substantially certain to follow from his conduct, whatever his desire may be as to that result.

73. 104 Idaho 333, 335-36, 659 P.2d 87, 89 (1982).
emotional distress"... Since the Idaho legislature evidenced an intent to exclude willful and unprovoked acts by the employer from workmen's compensation coverage, it is likely that had there been a cause of action for intentional or reckless infliction of emotional distress (absent direct physical contact) at the time the statute was enacted, that type of willful action by an employer would have been excluded along with the physical aggression.74

The majority did not contradict the dissenting judge's interpretation of the statute. Instead, the majority held that the plaintiff had failed to allege facts sufficient to state a cause of action for intentional infliction of emotional distress.75

2. Judicially Created Cause of Action

In the states that do not have statutory cumulative or alternative tort actions, the workers' compensation statutes contain exclusive remedy provisions that on their face appear to create an absolute bar to all tort litigation against an employer.76 These provisions typically provide that the availability of workers' compensation "shall exclude all other rights and remedies of [the] employee... [against the employer in an action] at common law..."77 Some jurisdictions have interpreted these exclusive remedy clauses literally, creating an absolute immunity for employers.78 Most courts, however, have carved out exceptions to the exclusive remedy provisions. By judicial decree, they have author-

---

74. Id. at 335-36, 659 P.2d at 89-90.
75. Id. at 334, 659 P.2d at 88.

For a general discussion of exclusive remedy provisions, see 2A A. Larson, supra note 1, §§ 65.00-67.50 (1983).

ized alternative common law actions for intentional torts, nonphysical harms not covered by the no-fault plan, and for injuries that do not "arise out of" the employment.

a. Tort Action for Injury Not Caused "By Accident"

Early workers' compensation statutes provided that no-fault benefits were available only for injury caused "by accident" or for "accidental injury," and many jurisdictions have retained these restrictions. Several courts have construed the phrase to mean that workers' compensation is the exclusive remedy for injuries caused by negligence. Then they have created an exception to the exclusive remedy clause for intentional tort actions. The exception is analogous to the statutory exception discussed in the preceding Section. These courts have defined "accident" from the actor's point of view. They have rejected the argument that the employers' intentional torts were accidental from the employee's viewpoint. One court characterized the argument as "a travesty on the use of the English language." At the same time, in an effort to provide employers with an appropriate measure of protection from the resulting tort liability, these courts have restrictively construed the term "intentional." They have imposed direct liability only when the employer or the employer's alter ego specifically intended to cause physical or nonphysical harm. They have barred vicarious liability actions against an employer for an intentional tort committed by a supervisory employee on the grounds that such an incident is an "industrial mishap" from the employer's perspective. Courts in these jurisdictions have authorized tort actions for false imprisonment, defamation, assault

---

79. See infra text accompanying notes 82-97.
80. See infra text accompanying notes 98-118.
81. See infra text accompanying notes 119-39.
83. 4 A. LARSON, supra note 1, at app. A, table 2 (1984) (table of workers' compensation statutes defining the term "accident").
86. See generally 2A A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 68.11 n.2 (1983).
Other courts, in an effort to provide the broadest possible no-fault coverage, have construed the term "accident" from the employee's perspective, defining it as an "untoward event which is not expected or designed." Accordingly, they have held that workers' compensation covers "unexpected" intentional torts, and that employers who commit such acts are immune from tort liability unless the plaintiff can invoke some other exception to the exclusive remedy clause.

Recent statutory developments have further undermined the "accidental injury" approach to the alternative action theory. Several legislatures have expanded workers' compensation coverage to encompass occupational diseases by replacing the "accidental injury" requirement with one of "personal injury." Such an amendment effectively abolishes the statutory basis for the judicially recognized intentional tort action because it makes no-fault benefits available for any type of personal injury, regardless of how the injury was caused. Only a few legislatures have had the foresight to preserve alternative tort actions based on the "accidental injury" approach while expanding coverage; they have specified that "the disablement of an employee resulting from an occupational disease . . . shall be treated as the happening of an accident."

b. Tort Action for Types of Harm Not Covered by No-Fault Legislation

Instead of relying on the intentional nature of the employer's conduct, a number of jurisdictions have allowed an alternative tort action on the basis that the plaintiff's harm was not the type of harm that workers' compensation legislation was designed to cover. At first, this approach resulted in comprehensive tort liability for nonphysical harm, since workers' compensation legislation typically covered only physical injury...
plus pain and suffering. Thus, employees were entitled to sue employers in tort for false imprisonment, defamation, and invasion of privacy. However, the "nonphysical harm" approach also has been undermined by the modern expansion of workers’ compensation to cover "personal injury." Today, a majority of jurisdictions allow no-fault benefits not only for a physical or mental stimulus causing physical injury, but also for a physical trauma causing nervous injury, or a mental stimulus causing nervous injury.

In order to retain tort liability for nonphysical harm in those jurisdictions that permit workers’ compensation for purely nervous injury, the courts have had to reformulate the "nonphysical harm" approach. Sometimes, the courts have distinguished between "personal injury," which is covered by workers’ compensation legislation, and "interference with a legal right," which is not. Using this distinction, they have permitted tort recovery for such dignitary harms as false imprisonment, defamation, invasion of privacy, and civil rights.

---

99. See generally 1B A. Larson, supra note 1, §§ 42.10-.11 (1982).
100. E.g., Hamilton v. East Ohio Gas Co., 47 Ohio App. 2d 55, 351 N.E.2d 775 (1973). In refusing to dismiss the plaintiff’s complaint, the court said “it is difficult... to consider... torts, such as slander, false imprisonment, and invasion of privacy, as falling within the definition of ‘injury’ as a ‘physical or traumatic damage or harm... caused by accidental means.’” Id. at 57, 351 N.E.2d at 777. The court did acknowledge that the plaintiff’s case for assault and offensive battery presented a closer question. Id. Accord Federal Rice Drug Co. v. Queen Ins. Co., 463 F.2d 626, 630-31 (3d Cir. 1972); Ward v. General Motors Corp., 431 A.2d 1277, 1281-82 (Del. Super. Ct. 1981) (summary judgment for defendant denied in action for sexual assault against co-employee who claimed a statutory immunity; plaintiff given an opportunity to prove that assault was not an industrial “injury,” defined as “violence to the physical structure of the body”).

101. See supra text accompanying notes 96-97. See generally 1B A. Larson, supra note 1, § 42.20 (1982).
102. Id. § 42.21.
103. Id. § 42.22.
104. Id. § 42.23.
106. Some courts have refused to reformulate the theory, and they bar tort actions for nonphysical harm on the grounds that mental injury is now compensable under workers’ compensation. E.g., Baker v. Wendy’s, Inc., 687 P.2d 885 (Wyo. 1984) (defendant’s motion for summary judgment granted in action by employee against employer for sexual harassment on theories of assault, offensive battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress).
violations.\textsuperscript{111}

Under the reformulated "nonphysical harm" approach, many courts have found it conceptually difficult to allow tort recovery in actions for emotional harm (such as intentional infliction of emotional distress, assault, and offensive battery) because they are not actions for "interference with a legal right."\textsuperscript{112} To permit the imposition of tort liability in actions for emotional harm, some courts have drawn a distinction between emotional distress resulting in "disability," which is covered by no-fault benefits, and "general emotional distress," which is not.\textsuperscript{113} The basis for the "general emotional distress" distinction is now beginning to erode, however, because the coverage of no-fault benefits is being expanded in a few jurisdictions to encompass "mental anguish, mental distress or emotional suffering."\textsuperscript{114}

Using the "nonphysical harm" approach discussed in this Section requires that a distinction be drawn between the harm covered by workers' compensation and that covered by tort liability. This distinction is difficult to apply in cases of "mixed damages."\textsuperscript{115} A plaintiff who has suffered both physical and nonphysical harm,\textsuperscript{116} or both emotional dis-
tress causing mental disability and general emotional distress, usually is barred from suing in tort by the exclusive remedy clause. Some courts have ameliorated this problem by permitting the tort plaintiff to allege that the harm sustained was purely nonphysical harm or general emotional distress.

c. Tort Action for Injury Not Arising out of Employment

The courts that adopted the alternative action theory based on the type of harm suffered have traditionally disregarded the nature of the employer's conduct. However, as workers' compensation coverage has expanded to encompass more nonphysical harms, these courts have found themselves barring tort recovery in actions for intentional infliction of emotional distress, assault, and offensive battery, even when the employee has not been adequately compensated by no-fault benefits. In an effort to improve compensation in such cases, they have begun to allow alternative tort actions by developing approaches different from the "nonphysical harm" approach.

Some of these courts at first redefined the term "personal injury" to mean an unintentional injury, thereby permitting tort actions for inten-


These courts may have felt compelled to look only to the type of harm sustained because the legislature expanded workers' compensation to cover occupational disease by substituting the term "personal injury" for "accidental injury." See supra text accompanying notes 96-97.

120. For example, the trial court in Renteria v. County of Orange, 82 Cal. App. 3d 833, 147 Cal. Rptr. 447 (1978), felt compelled by California precedents to bar an action for intentional infliction of emotional distress even though the plaintiff's "mental suffering" was noncompensable.

121. For example, in Renteria the court permitted the plaintiff to proceed in tort for the intentional (as opposed to the negligent) infliction of emotional distress because "[w]e have here not an isolated instance of a physical injury which is noncompensable, but an entire class of civil wrongs outside the contemplation of the workers' compensation system." Id. at 841, 147 Cal. Rptr. at 451.

Moreover, the court emphasized that the injury had been caused by intentional wrongdoing:

While it is possible to believe that the Legislature intended that employees lose their right to compensation for certain forms of negligently or accidentally inflicted physical injuries in exchange for a system of workers' compensation featuring liability without fault, compulsory insurance, and prompt medical care, it is much more difficult to believe that the Legislature intended the employee to surrender all right to any form of compensation for mental suffering caused by extreme and outrageous misconduct by an employer. It would indeed be ironic if the Workers' Compensation Act, created to benefit employees, were to be interpreted to shield the employer from all liability for such conduct. We decline to interpret it in this fashion.

Id. at 841, 147 Cal. Rptr. at 452 (footnote omitted).
tionally inflicted nonphysical harm. This extremely result-oriented approach has now yielded to one that focuses on the language of the no-fault legislation. Most workers’ compensation statutes provide that benefits will be awarded for injuries “arising out of and in the course of employment.” Recent decisions suggest that courts should look to this language as part of a two-step analysis in determining whether to authorize an alternative tort action. First, they should ask whether the tort plaintiff sustained “personal injury” under the workers’ compensation statute. If not, tort recovery is allowed. If “personal injury” was sustained, then the courts should determine whether the injury “arose out of employment.” If the injury “arose out of employment,” tort recovery is denied. If it did not, tort recovery is permitted even though the injury is a type of harm covered by workers’ compensation. Courts applying this analysis have held that certain intentional torts did not “arise out of employment,” particularly when the employer acted with specific intent to cause nonphysical harm to the employee. The rationale behind these cases is that workers’ compensation substitutes for tort recovery only if the employee’s injuries have been caused by the ordinary risks of employment. Deliberate injury by an employer is not considered one of the ordinary risks.

There are two advantages to the “arising out of” approach to recognizing an alternative tort action. First, it permits the judiciary to concentrate on the policy considerations behind the enactment of no-fault legislation. Workers’ compensation is a compromise between employers and employees, whereby workers relinquished their common law remedies for employment-related injuries in exchange for limited benefits that

123. For a summary of the statutory provisions that establish the scope of workers' compensation coverage, see 1 A. Larson, supra note 1, § 6.10 (1984).
124. Forty-two states have adopted the quoted coverage formula. Id.
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are paid promptly, efficiently, and without proof of fault. The “arising out of” approach enables judges to examine the facts of each case, asking themselves whether it would be within the spirit of the workers’ compensation compromise to immunize the employer from tort liability. For example, in jurisdictions that provide no-fault benefits for intentionally inflicted harm, the “arising out of” approach has been invoked to justify tort liability for deliberate civil rights violations. In the words of the Supreme Judicial Court of Massachusetts, “We would, of course, be reluctant to hold that civil rights violations were a hazard of employment in the Commonwealth.”

The second advantage of the “arising out of” approach is its flexibility. In this respect, it differs from the “accidental injury” approach, which rigidly draws a line between negligent acts (that are covered by workers’ compensation) and intentional acts (that are subject to tort liability). The “arising out of” approach, by contrast, provides a framework within which a court may impose tort liability for a wide range of wrongs. Judgments may be entered against an employer not only for egregious misconduct and specific intent to harm, but also for lesser acts of recklessness or negligence whenever the risk of loss is one that society wishes to place on the tortfeasor rather than on the consuming public. For example, some courts have used the theory to justify a tort action against an employer for negligently condoning ongoing acts of sexual harassment by a supervisor. These courts have held that the “risk of verbal and physical abuse of a sexual nature” is in no way connected with an employee’s job responsibilities. Instead, they have characterized sexual harassment as a tortious act committed for purely personal

128. Love, supra note 17, at 244–45.
131. See supra text accompanying notes 84–86.
132. See supra text accompanying notes 126–27.
reasons by supervisory personnel.\textsuperscript{137} Since sexual harassment is of "no tangible benefit to the employer,"\textsuperscript{138} the courts have refused "to credit the suggestion that [the legislature] intended to permit licentious behavior under the rubric of workmen's compensation . . . ."\textsuperscript{139}

\section{Cumulative Remedy}

The primary drawback to the recognition of an employee's right to bring an alternative tort action is that it mandates an "either-or" approach to a problem that needs a "both-and" solution. Whenever an employee has suffered a combination of physical, mental, and dignitary injuries, the optimal remedy would be to authorize no-fault benefits for the harm that is covered by workers' compensation (honoring statutory limits on the amount recoverable), and tort damages for the harm that is not. To date, only New Zealand has clearly recognized such a cumulative remedy.\textsuperscript{140} However, recent decisions by courts in California and Michigan suggest that these jurisdictions may be on the verge of adopting the theory as well.\textsuperscript{141}

\subsection{New Zealand}

New Zealand has a comprehensive accident compensation plan.\textsuperscript{142} The plan covers not only work-related injuries, but extends to any "personal injury by accident."\textsuperscript{143} An injured claimant receives: (1) compensation for medical expenses, rehabilitation treatment, and pecuniary losses not related to earnings; (2) earnings-related compensation (eighty percent of pre-accident earnings up to a maximum ceiling); (3) a lump sum benefit for permanent loss or impairment of bodily function (up to $17,000); and (4) a lump sum benefit for such nonphysical harm as pain and suffering and loss of amenities (up to $10,000).\textsuperscript{144} The primary purpose of this legislation is to provide compensation to all accident victims.\textsuperscript{145}

The Accident Compensation Act contains an exclusive remedy clause which provides: "[W]here any person suffers personal injury by accident in New Zealand . . . , no proceedings for damages arising

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{138} Bennett v. Furr's Cafeterias, Inc., 549 F. Supp. 887, 890 (D. Colo. 1982).
\item \textsuperscript{139} Id. at 891; accord Brown v. Winn-Dixie Montgomery, Inc., 427 So. 2d 1065 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1983).
\item \textsuperscript{140} See infra text accompanying notes 142-52.
\item \textsuperscript{141} See infra text accompanying notes 159-73.
\item \textsuperscript{142} Accident Compensation Act of 1982, [1982] 3 N.Z. Stat. 1552.
\item \textsuperscript{143} Id. § 27(1).
\item \textsuperscript{144} Id. §§ 52-82.
\item \textsuperscript{145} Id. § 26.
\end{itemize}
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directly or indirectly out of the injury or death shall be brought in any Court of New Zealand independently of this act . . . ."146 The Accident Compensation Corporation, which administers the New Zealand plan, recently considered whether a person who had been unlawfully arrested by the police could sue in tort for false arrest and imprisonment or was restricted to no-fault benefits.147 The Corporation held that the act covered the “physical and mental injury” caused by the arrest.148 However, it held that the Act did not cover any damages for the “invasion of personal rights,”149 including the “unlawful deprivation of the plaintiff’s liberty.”150 The plaintiff thus had to look to the Act for compensation of physical or emotional harm,151 but could sue in tort for the nominal, dignitary, and punitive damages arising out of false imprisonment.152

The advantage of the cumulative remedy theory is that it makes no-fault benefits, with their maximum ceiling, the exclusive remedy for the types of harm covered by the Act. At the same time, it allows the use of tort remedies when they are needed to vindicate the plaintiff’s dignitary interests or to punish and deter the defendant’s egregious misconduct.

2. United States

No state or federal court system in the United States has followed New Zealand’s example by explicitly adopting the cumulative remedy theory. However, several courts have moved toward it in cases that allow a plaintiff to recover workers’ compensation benefits for an industrial injury plus tort damages for a “separate and independent” nonphysical harm which an employer inflicted at a later time.153 For example, plaintiffs have recovered tort damages against an employer (or an insurance carrier) for the following misconduct: (1) a bad-faith refusal to settle a workers’ compensation claim;154 (2) fraudulent withholding of information concerning the nature and extent of an occupational injury

146. Accident Compensation Act of 1982, § 27(1), [1982] 3 N.Z. Stat. 1552, 1578. The Accident Compensation Corporation has exclusive jurisdiction to determine whether a person has coverage under the Act, i.e., whether there has been a “personal injury by accident.” Id. § 27(3); L v. M, [1979] 2 N.Z.L.R. 519.
152. For a discussion of New Zealand’s cumulative tort remedy for punitive damages, see Love, supra note 17, at 235-44, 273-74.
153. See generally 2A A. LARSON, supra note 1, §§ 68.32, 68.34(b)-(c), 68.36(a)-(b) (1983).
or disease; and (3) a retaliatory discharge based on the filing of a workers' compensation claim. These were all cases in which the plaintiff sustained two separate injuries. Therefore, they can be described as tort actions for an injury that is not covered by workers' compensation or that does "not arise out of and in the course of employment."

The cumulative remedy theory is more directly applicable to a case in which a single act by the tortfeasor causes a variety of injuries to the victim. Lower courts in California and Michigan have moved toward the adoption of the cumulative remedy theory in situations where an employee, injured by a single act of the employer, has collected workers' compensation for the resulting physical or mental disability, and also has sued in tort to vindicate his or her dignitary interests. For example, in Howland v. Balma, the California Court of Appeal held that an employee who had settled a claim for workers' compensation benefits for "industrial injuries—physical and mental injuries suffered by the plaintiff"—could also bring a slander per se action against the employer. The court characterized the gist of the action for slander per se as damage to reputation, and concluded:

The harm flowing therefrom is not a "personal injury" (i.e., medical or physical injury to the body) or a risk of employment within the purview of workers' compensation law. . . . "In fact, an injury to reputation affects a proprietary interest, and as such is not a personal injury at all, any concomitant physical or mental injury notwithstanding."

The difference between Howland and the California cases permitting tort recovery for nonphysical harm on an alternative action theory is that the Howland plaintiff was permitted to recover both no-fault benefits and tort damages. The other plaintiffs had to choose between workers' compensation and judicial relief.

Michigan is another jurisdiction whose lower appellate courts have sometimes applied the cumulative remedy theory. In Slayton v. Michigan Host, Inc. and McCalla v. Ellis, the court held that victims of sex-based discrimination could recover workers' compensation benefits

---

157. See supra text accompanying notes 98-118.
158. See supra text accompanying notes 124-39.
159. See infra text accompanying notes 161-65.
160. See infra text accompanying notes 166-73.
162. Id. at 905, 192 Cal. Rptr. at 290.
163. Id. at 904, 192 Cal. Rptr. at 290.
164. Id. (citations omitted).
for any resulting physical or mental disability, and could also bring a combined tort and civil rights action for the following types of harm caused by sexual harassment: mental anguish, loss of wages, loss of professional esteem, damage to the plaintiff's career, loss of pension rights and employment benefits, loss of seniority, and loss of employment.\textsuperscript{168}

The Michigan court explicitly rejected the alternative action theory, which would have restricted the plaintiffs' recovery to no-fault benefits.\textsuperscript{169} Instead, the court held that a sex-discrimination plaintiff may split her cause of action, recovering both no-fault benefits and tort damages:

[T]he applicability of the exclusive remedy provision of the act turns not upon the characterization of the asserted cause of action but upon whether the employee has a right to recover benefits under the act. . . . A civil suit for damages based upon an alleged violation of the plaintiff's right to employment without sex discrimination is in the nature of a tort action and, as such, concerns a personal injury to the plaintiff. . . . The act provides compensation for disabilities resulting from a personal injury suffered by an employee during the course of his or her employment. Thus, certain elements of damages in a sex discrimination suit may be barred by the act's exclusive remedy provision, although generally a nonphysical tort such as sex discrimination falls outside the scope of the act.\textsuperscript{170}

The Michigan court also explicitly rejected the alternative action theory's assumption that noncompensable harms merge with compensable ones in cases of mixed damages.\textsuperscript{171} It stated that "any prior claims for mental suffering arising from the discrimination do not merge with the resulting disability claim."\textsuperscript{172} The cumulative remedy theory thus offers a different approach to sexual harassment claims from the alternative action theory in cases of mixed damages.\textsuperscript{173} Instead of forcing an election between either the workers' compensation system or the tort forum, the cumulative remedy theory permits a victim of sexual harassment to claim both workers' compensation for her employment-related disabilities and tort damages for her mental anguish and other dignitary losses.

\textsuperscript{168} Mc\textit{Calla}, 341 N.W.2d at 529; \textit{Slayton}, 332 N.W.2d at 501. The Michigan Supreme Court has now ruled that a plaintiff with a statutory employment discrimination remedy may sue under the cumulative action theory for any physical, mental or emotional injuries compensated by the statute. The court has not yet ruled on whether a plaintiff may also bring a cumulative tort action when the source of the right involved is the common law. \textit{Boscaglia v. Michigan Bell Tel. Co.}, 362 N.W.2d 642 (Mich. 1984).

\textsuperscript{169} \textit{Slayton}, 332 N.W. 2d at 500.

\textsuperscript{170} \textit{Id.} (citations omitted).

\textsuperscript{171} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{172} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{173} For a discussion of sexual harassment claims under the alternative tort theory, see \textit{supra} text accompanying notes 135-39.
II

THEORIES OF TORT RECOVERY APPLIED TO SELECTED ACTIONS FOR NONPHYSICAL HARM

This Section will evaluate the theories permitting the recovery of tort damages for nonphysical harm in actions against a defendant claiming immunity under an exclusive remedy clause. It will apply them to selected tort actions for nonphysical harm and analyze them in specific types of fact situations.

A. False Imprisonment

To establish a prima facie case of false imprisonment, the plaintiff must prove that the defendant intended to confine the plaintiff.\(^{174}\) The interest to be protected is primarily a dignitary one in freedom from restraint.\(^{175}\) There are no reported false imprisonment cases in which a court has applied the cumulative action theory. This is probably because the theory requires the plaintiff to show egregious misconduct or specific intent to cause physical injury in order to be exempt from an exclusive remedy provision.\(^{176}\) Although an action for false imprisonment occurring under egregious circumstances could satisfy these criteria, most false imprisonment cases brought against employers involve only a minimal use of force and a relatively brief period of confinement.\(^{177}\)

Because false imprisonment actions against employers do not usually satisfy the criteria for bringing a cumulative tort action, most false imprisonment cases have been litigated under the alternative action theory. Since false imprisonment requires proof of intent, employers are automatically subject to tort liability in jurisdictions that create an exception to the exclusive remedy clause for intentional misconduct.\(^{178}\) The exclusivity question has been more difficult in those jurisdictions that create an exception to the exclusive remedy clause for "general emotional distress."\(^{179}\) For example, some courts have stayed false imprisonment proceedings in order to let the Secretary of Labor determine whether a


\(^{176}\) See supra text accompanying notes 23-46.

\(^{177}\) E.g., Miller v. McRae's, Inc., 444 So. 2d 368 (Miss. 1984).

\(^{178}\) Skelton v. W.T. Grant Co., 331 F.2d 593 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 379 U.S. 830 (1964); Barnes v. Chrysler Corp., 65 F. Supp. 806 (N.D. Ill. 1946); Iverson v. Atlas Pac. Eng'g, 143 Cal. App. 3d 219, 191 Cal. Rptr. 696 (1983); Smith v. Rich's, Inc., 104 Ga. App. 883, 123 S.E.2d 316 (1961); Miller v. McRae's, Inc., 444 So. 2d 368 (Miss. 1984). The exception for intentional misconduct may be statutory, or it may be created by a judicial decision that the injury was not "accidental" or did not "arise out of employment." See supra text accompanying notes 47-53, 82-92, 124-39.

\(^{179}\) See supra text accompanying notes 98-118.
confinement caused compensable harm under the Federal Employee’s Compensation Act (FECA).  

If a plaintiff has sustained physical injury or a mental disability as a result of the confinement, FECA is the exclusive remedy, even though the Act does not compensate for mental humiliation and dignitary harm. On the other hand, if a plaintiff has sought relief solely for general emotional distress, the case may proceed in tort.

Michigan has a workers’ compensation statute that is very similar to FECA, but its courts have not followed the federal approach by looking to the type of harm alleged in the complaint. Instead, the Michigan Court of Appeals has held that “the gist of an action for false imprisonment is unlawful detention irrespective of any physical or mental harm,” and that an unlawful detention is not a compensable “personal injury.” Consequently, a plaintiff may bring a tort action for false imprisonment even if the confinement has resulted in “physical or mental harm,” which is covered by Michigan’s workers’ compensation legislation. That is, rather than looking at the entire range of alleged injuries, the Michigan court of appeals focuses on the “gist of the plaintiff’s cause of action” in allowing an alternative tort action.

New Zealand, of course, has solved the problem by adopting the cumulative remedy theory. Rather than requiring an election between workers’ compensation benefits and tort damages, New Zealand allows the plaintiff to split the cause of action for false imprisonment. Physical and mental injuries caused by the confinement are compensable under the Accident Compensation Act. Nominal and compensatory damages for the dignitary harm are recoverable in tort. If the plaintiff is able to prove the requisite malice, punitive damages are available in tort as well.

---

185. Id. at 264.
187. See supra text accompanying notes 142-52.
190. Id.
B. Defamation

Defamation is a false statement that harms the reputation of another, deterring third persons from associating with the victim.\textsuperscript{192} Traditionally, the common law has held any defendant who intentionally publishes defamatory material to a strict liability standard.\textsuperscript{193} The United States Supreme Court has modified the common law standard, however. It has recognized a constitutional privilege which requires proof of fault and sometimes proof of actual injury when the action is brought by a public official, public figure, or private individual, and the defamatory statement involves a matter of public concern.\textsuperscript{194} The Court recently refused to extend this constitutional privilege to statements regarding matters of private concern.\textsuperscript{195}

The cumulative action theory has never been invoked by a defamed employee, probably because a common law defamation action requires proof of neither specific intent to harm nor outrageous conduct.\textsuperscript{196} Rather, the vast majority of defamation actions have been adjudicated under the alternative action theory.\textsuperscript{197} Plaintiffs invoking this theory rarely have sought to recover under the intentional tort exception to an exclusive remedy clause,\textsuperscript{198} presumably because defamation is not regarded as an intentional tort. Instead, most alternative tort actions for defamation have proceeded on the theory that the "gravamen of a defamation action is injury to reputation."\textsuperscript{199} Reputation then has been characterized as a "proprietary interest,"\textsuperscript{200} which distinguishes it from the "personal injury" that is covered by workers' compensation.\textsuperscript{201} The courts generally have followed Michigan's approach to false imprisonment litigation,\textsuperscript{202} holding that defamation actions may proceed in tort in order to permit recovery for harm to reputation, even though the plain...
tiff's complaint also contains allegations of resulting physical or mental injury.\textsuperscript{203}

A Kentucky court\textsuperscript{204} has adopted a slightly different approach. It justified an alternative tort action for slander per se by emphasizing that the "crux of a slander per se action is not injury" because special damages do not have to be proven.\textsuperscript{205} Therefore, it held, workers' compensation is not applicable.\textsuperscript{206} The precedent appears to draw a troubling distinction between slander per se/libel per se (in which the plaintiff is entitled to general damages) and slander/libel per quod (in which special damages must be proven).\textsuperscript{207} Thus, by this court's reasoning, only in the defamation per se actions would tort damages be recoverable.

A California court of appeal recently has recognized the cumulative tort remedy approach in defamation litigation.\textsuperscript{208} In \textit{Howland v. Balma},\textsuperscript{209} the plaintiff, who had already received a workers' compensation settlement for "industrial injuries" (including physical and mental harm), also was allowed to bring a defamation action for "injury to reputation" arising out of the same occurrence.\textsuperscript{210} A distinct advantage of the cumulative tort remedy is that it avoids the problematic distinction between defamation per se and slander/libel per quod.\textsuperscript{211} Instead, workers' compensation is available to cover special damages in any type of defamation action, and courts still may impose tort liability for actual harm to reputation, or for general and punitive damages whenever they are constitutionally permissible.

\section*{C. Civil Rights and Privacy Violations}

Employers are rarely engaged in sufficient state action to make them liable for a violation of an employee's federal constitutional rights.\textsuperscript{212} However, they are usually subject to federal and state civil rights legislation prohibiting employment discrimination\textsuperscript{213} and to the common law doctrines governing invasions of privacy.\textsuperscript{214} Plaintiffs suing employers

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{204} Columbia Sussex Corp. v. Hay, 627 S.W.2d 270 (Ky. Ct. App. 1981).
\item \textsuperscript{205} \textit{Id.} at 279.
\item \textsuperscript{206} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{207} See generally PROSSER & KEETON, \textit{supra} note 174, § 112.
\item \textsuperscript{208} See supra text accompanying notes 153-73.
\item \textsuperscript{209} 143 Cal. App. 3d 3d 899, 192 Cal. Rptr. 286 (1983).
\item \textsuperscript{210} \textit{Id.} at 905-06, 192 Cal. Rptr. at 290.
\item \textsuperscript{211} See supra text accompanying note 207.
\item \textsuperscript{214} E.g., Cole v. Dow Chem. Co., 315 N.W.2d 565 (Mich. Ct. App. 1982). See generally Note,
for violations of civil rights usually need not prove intent.215 Instead, the courts focus on whether the defendant has infringed a fundamental right of the employee.216

Cumulative tort actions217 are available for civil rights violations under the United States Constitution or federal statutory law.218 The supremacy clause provides the justification for these cumulative actions.219 The courts have held that an employer may not invoke a state exclusive remedy clause to bar an action for a violation of federal law.220 For example, in Hayes v. Johnson,221 a teacher employed by a Michigan state prison recovered workers’ compensation benefits after she was raped by an inmate. She then filed a section 1983 action against her employer, alleging that the defendant’s failure to provide her with adequate protection had denied her equal protection because it “was motivated in part by the defendant’s animus against her as a woman.”222 The employer asserted the exclusive remedy clause as an affirmative defense. The court held that “once a cause of action for violation of a substantive constitutional right has been stated, affirmative defenses created by state law . . . will have no effect in barring or delimiting recovery.”223 The plaintiff was therefore permitted to recover for “all her injuries . . . , including personal injuries, medical expenses and psychic damage.”224 Such cumulative actions for violations of constitutional rights also have been justified as a matter of policy on the grounds that they provide the maximum possible deterrent against violations of fundamental, federal constitutional rights.225

When cases have been brought against private employers for violat-

---


217. See supra text accompanying notes 23-46.


222. Id. at 688.

223. Id. at 689.

224. Id. at 690.

ing state civil rights legislation or for invasions of privacy, most jurisdictions have applied the alternative action theory because the supremacy clause does not mandate the use of the cumulative action theory. Under the alternative action theory, courts have not required plaintiffs to fit their cases within the intentional tort exception to the exclusive remedy clause. Instead, they have asked whether a discriminatory injury is a "personal injury," and, if so, whether it "arises out of the scope of employment."

To determine whether a civil rights or privacy violation is a "personal injury" covered by workers' compensation, some courts look to the various types of harm suffered by the plaintiff. They then apply a "merger doctrine." Under this doctrine, if the plaintiff has sustained a physical injury or a mental disability covered by workers' compensation, the plaintiff is barred from bringing the civil rights or privacy action because all of the harms are deemed to have merged together. For example, because a worker who became sterile due to exposure to chemicals had suffered physical injury, he was not allowed to bring a privacy action for the denial of his fundamental right to procreate. And a woman who suffered an acute nervous breakdown following a discriminatory discharge was barred from recovering compensation for her general emotional distress under the Michigan Fair Employment Practices Act because her injury had culminated in a "disabling condition." It should be noted that in neither of the above cases did workers' compensation legislation provide a remedy for the harm to the plaintiff's dignitary interest.

The problem with the "merger doctrine" is that it gives a preference to workers' compensation remedies when the plaintiff's injuries are covered by both workers' compensation and state civil rights legislation. To resolve this problem, other courts have given precedence to state civil

---

227. See supra text accompanying notes 47-53, 82-92.
228. See supra text accompanying notes 98-118.
233. Cole, 315 N.W.2d at 569; Stimson, 258 N.W.2d at 232.
These courts have been influenced by the cases which construe the supremacy clause as mandating a preference for federal constitutional rights over state no-fault legislation. They have developed two theories: (1) a "discrimination injury is unique," and therefore not covered by workers' compensation; and (2) a civil rights injury does not arise out of employment because it is "not a hazard of employment." Under these decisions, courts have granted relief for claims of sex discrimination, race discrimination, and denial of procedural due process despite the defendants' invocation of an exclusive remedy clause as an affirmative defense.

The problem with both of the above alternative action approaches is that they force a choice between either workers' compensation benefits or a civil rights remedy. Recent Michigan lower court decisions have found a way to permit plaintiffs to take advantage of both types of remedial laws—the cumulative remedy theory. Thus, in Pacheco v. Clifton, the court held that a plaintiff who had been the victim of national origin discrimination could recover workers' compensation benefits for the period of his temporary physical disability as well as civil rights damages, "particularly those resulting from humiliation, embarrassment, . . . and lost wages." The court explicitly rejected the merger doctrine. It held that the plaintiff could recover civil rights damages for "those injuries occurring prior to plaintiff's disability" as well as for "those occurring after his disability."

The Michigan Supreme Court affirmed the decision in Pacheco v.
Clifton, but it adopted the cumulative action theory rather than the cumulative remedy theory. The court ruled that an employee invoking an express or implied state statutory right to be protected against employment discrimination is exempt from the workers' compensation exclusivity provision. The court emphasized that the state civil rights acts are aimed at different evils from those at which the workers' compensation act is directed. The workers' compensation act "guards against the victims of industrial injuries being 'turned away empty handed' . . . as a result of common-law tort doctrines such as contributory negligence and the fellow-servant rule." The civil rights acts, by contrast, are "addressed to the 'prejudices and biases' one race, sex or religion bears against another." The court concluded that the legislature did not intend for the objectives of the civil rights acts to be "defeated by the bar of the exclusive remedy provision of the workers' compensation act." Rather, the legislature intended for the civil rights legislation to "supersede or modify" the scope of the workers' compensation legislation. Thus, the court invoked the general principle that specific legislation supersedes or modifies general legislation. Just as all courts have adopted the cumulative action theory to protect federal rights, so the Michigan Supreme Court has now adopted the theory to protect statutory state civil rights.

The two opinions in Pacheco v. Clifton invite a comparison of the cumulative action and cumulative remedy theories in the context of state civil rights litigation. The cumulative action theory allows the state civil rights plaintiff to file first for workers' compensation benefits, and then to sue for civil rights damages. In the event of double recovery, the workers' compensation benefits are set off against the civil rights damages. The advantage of this procedure is that it provides maximum compensation for the victim of a civil rights violation. In addition, the civil rights action thereby has its maximum deterrent impact against the employer. The cumulative remedy theory, like the cumulative action theory, permits the employee to recover civil rights damages without foregoing any applicable workers' compensation benefits. Unlike the cumulative action theory, however, the cumulative remedy theory preserves the limitation on an employer's liability for physical or mental disabilities, which is a central feature of workers' compensation legislation. Under the cumula-

248. Id.
249. Id. at 645.
250. Id.
251. Id.
252. Id. at 646.
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tive remedy theory, the employer is subjected to open-ended liability only for the dignitary and punitive damages flowing directly from the civil rights violation. Thus, the cumulative remedy theory attempts to reconcile the conflict between state civil rights legislation and the exclusive remedy clause, whereas the cumulative action theory gives priority to the state civil rights legislation.

D. Offensive Battery, Assault, and Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress

Offensive battery and assault are torts committed with the intent to cause offensive contact or the apprehension of either harmful or offensive contact.\textsuperscript{254} An action for intentional infliction of emotional distress requires proof that the defendant engaged in extreme and outrageous conduct with the intent to cause severe emotional distress.\textsuperscript{255} Only twice has the cumulative action theory\textsuperscript{256} been applied to any of these three causes of action.\textsuperscript{257} Most complaints alleging one of these three causes of action have been examined under the alternative action theory.\textsuperscript{258}

Claims for assault, offensive battery, and intentional infliction of emotional distress present thorny problems in drawing a line between tort liability and no-fault benefits because they are frequently brought for a mixture of physical and nonphysical harm.\textsuperscript{259} When actions for false imprisonment, defamation, and civil rights violations are brought for both physical and nonphysical harm, most courts are willing to look to the “gist of the claim” and permit a plaintiff to proceed in tort to vindicate the dignitary interest.\textsuperscript{260} But in actions for assault, offensive battery and intentional infliction of emotional distress, the essence of the claim is mental harm, rather than a specific dignitary interest.\textsuperscript{261} For this reason, the courts have tended to hold that these are claims for “personal injury” covered by workers’ compensation. The tendency is particularly pro-

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{254}Prosser & Keeton, supra note 174, §§ 9-10.
\item \textsuperscript{255}Id. § 12, at 60. See generally Givelben, The Right to Minimum Social Decency and the Limits of Evenhandedness: Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress by Outrageous Conduct, 82 Colum. L. Rev. 42 (1982).
\item \textsuperscript{256}See supra text accompanying notes 23-46.
\item \textsuperscript{257}Young v. Libby-Owens Ford Co., 214 Cal. Rptr. 400 (Cal. Ct. App. 1985); McGee v. McNally, 119 Cal. App. 3d 891, 174 Cal. Rptr. 253 (1981); see also supra text accompanying notes 41-42.
\item \textsuperscript{258}See supra text accompanying notes 68-139.
\item \textsuperscript{259}E.g., Vigil v. Safeway Stores, Inc., 555 F. Supp. 1049 (D. Colo. 1983); Stewart v. McLellan’s Stores Co., 194 S.C. 50, 9 S.E.2d 35 (1940).
\item \textsuperscript{260}See supra text accompanying notes 185-86, 202-03, 234-42.
\end{itemize}
nounced if the complaint alleges physical injury\textsuperscript{262} or if the jurisdiction allows no-fault benefits for mental harm caused by a mental or physical stimulus.\textsuperscript{263}

Professor Larson has suggested the following solution to the dilemma presented by nonphysical intentional tort actions for mixed types of harm under the alternative action theory:

If the essence of the tort, in law, is non-physical, and if the injuries are of the usual non-physical sort, with physical injury being at most added to the list of injuries as a makeweight, the suit should not be barred. But if the essence of the action is recovery for physical injury or death, the action should be barred even if it can be cast in the form of a normally non-physical tort.\textsuperscript{264}

Professor Larson’s solution is not particularly satisfactory because it conditions the opportunity to bring an alternative action upon the absence of physical injury. The more physical the harm, the less likely that the plaintiff will be allowed to proceed in tort.\textsuperscript{265} Yet it is precisely in cases of egregious misconduct resulting in physical as well as nonphysical harm that tort damages seem most appropriate to vindicate the victim and to punish the perpetrator.

There are several potential solutions that would be preferable to Professor Larson’s. First, because assault, offensive battery, and intentional infliction of emotional distress are all intentional tort actions, a court could permit a plaintiff to bring an alternative action based upon proof of intent.\textsuperscript{266} Second, if the legislature’s general policy were to


\textsuperscript{264} 2A A. LARSON, supra note 1, § 68.34(a) (1983).

\textsuperscript{265} The Michigan Supreme Court has voiced a comparable criticism of Professor Larson’s theory as applied to civil rights actions in Stimson v. Michigan Bell Tel. Co., 258 N.W.2d 227 (Mich. Ct. App. 1977):

The Stimson distinction [between “disabling conditions” and “nondisabling discriminatory injuries”] would yield anomalous results. Where employment discrimination causes injuries that are not so severe as to culminate in disability, the injured employee would be permitted to sue his employer in tort and recover full damages; however, where the injuries suffered are so severe as to culminate in disability, the injured employee would be restricted to workers’ compensation benefits.


allow no-fault benefits for intentional torts, an alternative action could be recognized whenever the defendant's conduct was so egregious that the injury "did not arise out of the scope of the employment," as cases of sexual harassment. Third, a court that focused exclusively on the type of harm sustained could distinguish between "mental disability" and "general emotional distress." Workers' compensation would cover cases of "physical or mental disability," while suits for "general emotional distress" would be actionable in tort. Finally, a court could invoke the cumulative remedy theory. Under it, workers' compensation benefits would be available for physical and mental disabilities. At the same time, a plaintiff could pursue a tort action for either nominal damages or general emotional distress damages, plus punitive damages whenever the requisite malice could be shown.

E. Bad-Faith Refusal to Pay or Delay in Paying Workers' Compensation Claim

An offshoot of the action for intentional infliction of emotional distress is an action against a liability or loss insurer for bad faith in processing an insurance claim. Specifically, in the workers' compensation context, an employee may bring an action against a workers' compensation insurer (or an employer) for a refusal to pay workers' compensation benefits, a delay in payment, a fraudulent investigation, or a wrongful termination of benefits designed to coerce a settlement. A bad-faith action may be based upon proof of negligence, fraud or intent. The first case to recognize a bad faith action against a workers' compensation carrier was Unruh v. Truck Insurance Exchange. Despite

These cases adopt the approach to recognizing an alternative tort action that is discussed in text accompanying notes 82-92 supra.


270. See supra text accompanying notes 140-73.
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an exclusive remedy clause protecting insurers, the California Supreme Court permitted the plaintiff to bring a cumulative action against a carrier who conducted a fraudulent investigation of the employee's no-fault claim. Thus, the plaintiff was entitled to recover tort damages in addition to the workers' compensation benefits that she had already received for both the original industrial injury and the mental breakdown resulting from the fraudulent investigation. To avoid double recovery, the court required that the no-fault benefits awarded for her breakdown be set off against the bad-faith tort damages.

The Unruh court distinguished between "negligent" and "intentional" misconduct, stating that only proof of intent would justify a cumulative tort action.277 The highest courts of Alaska278 and Maine279 have followed Unruh, recognizing a cumulative action for an insurer's intentional misconduct. Subsequent cases from California280 and other jurisdictions281 have interpreted Unruh more restrictively, however, requiring proof of "fraudulent, deceitful, outrageous [or] perfidious" tortious acts by the insurer.282 The California Supreme Court was recently deprived of an opportunity to resolve this dispute over the requisite state of mind when the parties in Palmer v. R.L. Kautz & Co. settled the case while the appeal was pending.283

Although the cumulative action theory was the original theory of recovery in the bad-faith cases, the majority of jurisdictions now apply the alternative action theory. It is therefore important to examine the workers' compensation remedies for bad-faith conduct by insurers. Most legislatures have enacted workers' compensation provisions designed to encourage good-faith conduct by insurers.284 Several jurisdictions have an explicit statutory procedure whereby an employee may coerce compli-

277. Id. at 630, 498 P.2d at 1073, 102 Cal. Rptr. at 825.
ance with the rules governing payment of workers’ compensation benefits.\textsuperscript{285} An increasing number of jurisdictions also have enacted a statutory penalty for inexcusable delay in processing workers’ compensation claims.\textsuperscript{286} Courts in these states frequently have held these remedies to be exclusive, barring tort actions for both negligent and intentional misconduct by the insurer.\textsuperscript{287} They have distinguished the harm caused by the insurer’s bad faith from the industrial injury. These courts have concluded that the exceptions to the exclusive remedy clause apply only when the employee is suing the employer for the industrial injury. Thus, these courts have refused to authorize a bad-faith tort action (1) under a workers’ compensation provision recognizing an intentional tort exception to the exclusive remedy clause governing industrial injuries,\textsuperscript{288} or (2) as an action outside the scope of an exclusive remedy clause that covers only “accidental injuries” or injuries “arising out of” the employment relationship.\textsuperscript{289}

Other courts faced with a statutory coercive remedy or penalty provision have adopted a completely contrary approach. They have permitted an employee to elect between a workers’ compensation remedy and tort damages for the insurer’s failure to process a claim promptly.\textsuperscript{290} In justifying the alternative action theory, they have invoked the traditional exceptions to the exclusive remedy clause.\textsuperscript{291} Recognizing that the type of harm sustained is covered by a coercive remedy or statutory penalty, these courts have held that the statutory remedy is not exclusive because.

\textsuperscript{285} For example, New Mexico law allows for an expedited hearing and judgment by a district court when the employee files a claim to collect for nonpayment. N.M. STAT. ANN. §§ 52-1-31 to -39 (1978 & Supp. 1984); see also Chavez v. Kennecott Copper Corp., 547 F.2d 541 (10th Cir. 1977) (New Mexico law); Dickson v. Mountain States Mut. Cas. Co., 98 N.M. 479, 650 P.2d 1 (1982).

\textsuperscript{286} E.g., CAL. LAB. CODE §§ 5814, 5814.1, 5814.5 (West 1971 & Supp. 1985); see also Robertson v. Travelers Ins. Co., 95 Ill. 2d 441, 448 N.E.2d 866 (1983).


\textsuperscript{288} Hollman v. Liberty Mut. Ins. Co., 712 F.2d 1259, 1261 n.4 (8th Cir. 1983) (South Dakota law).

\textsuperscript{289} Robertson v. Travelers Ins. Co., 95 Ill. 2d 441, 448 N.E.2d 866 (1983).


\textsuperscript{291} See supra text accompanying notes 76-139.
the defendant's act was "intentional" or "callous." They have reasoned that "[i]t was never intended that injuries thus caused were to be exclusively the province of the Workers' Compensation Board."

In recent years, an increasing number of jurisdictions have refused to require an election between a workers' compensation remedy and tort damages for acts of bad faith. Instead, they have applied the cumulative remedy theory. Specifically, in addition to relief under the coercive remedy or statutory penalty provisions, they have permitted the employee to proceed in tort for the intentional infliction of emotional distress. Some courts have emphasized the nonphysical nature of the emotional distress damages, noting that they are not compensable under workers' compensation:

The essence of the tort alleged, and the damage alleged, is nonphysical. This is not an action for mental damages incidentally resulting from an industrial injury. Were we to hold otherwise, employers and insurance companies could, with impunity, withhold benefits for undeniably compensable injuries until ordered to pay benefits by the Workers' Compensation referee or Appeal Board. . . . We do not find such a result to comport either with the intent of the Act or with the public interest.

Other courts have focused on the intentional or outrageous quality of the defendant's conduct. They have permitted the employee to recover both the statutory penalty and tort damages because "the [penalty provision] does not contemplate that the intentional tort of bad faith can be expiated merely by payments augmented in the amount of 10 percent."

The cumulative remedy theory is particularly appropriate for bad-faith litigation. It recognizes workers' compensation as the primary rem-

---

295. See supra text accompanying notes 140-73.
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edy, thereby encouraging the legislature to enact a statutory penalty for inexcusable delay in processing an employee's claim for the original industrial injury. If the legislature fails to enact a statutory penalty, the tort remedy is available as a deterrent to acts of bad faith by the compensation carrier. If a penalty is enacted, but proves to be ineffective against a recalcitrant insurer, the tort remedy may be invoked to punish especially egregious misconduct.

In bad-faith actions, the cumulative remedy is also easier to administer than the cumulative action theory. The cumulative action theory requires the court to determine what percentage of workers' compensation benefits were awarded for the aggravation of the industrial injury by the insurer's acts of bad faith, and to set off that percentage against the tort damages. Furthermore, the court must decide whether to offset any statutory penalty against the tort recovery. Under the cumulative remedy theory, by contrast, workers' compensation benefits are awarded solely for the original industrial injury, and not for the insurer's acts of bad faith. If there is a workers' compensation penalty, it is not set off against the tort recovery because the penalty is regarded as an administrative fine rather than as compensatory or punitive damages.

III

LEGISLATIVE OPTIONS

This Article has analyzed various options for preserving tort liability for nonphysical harm. A legislature could adopt any one of them. It could authorize a cumulative action, an alternative action, or a cumulative remedy. Nor is it necessary for a legislature to select a single approach to preserving tort liability for all nonphysical harms. It may adopt different options for different causes of action. The choice will depend not only upon considerations of administrative efficiency, but also upon the value that the legislature attributes to the interests protected by the various tort actions for nonphysical harm. This Section of the Article will evaluate the different options and will highlight the factors that the legislature should consider in choosing among them.

A. Cumulative Action

The cumulative action has the maximum compensatory, deterrent, and punitive impact. The plaintiff is permitted to obtain a tort judgment for full compensatory damages plus punitive damages (if they are appropriate), with a set-off for no-fault benefits. The cumulative action is also

generally the easiest to administer because the injured person may process claims for no-fault benefits and tort damages simultaneously. Furthermore, the legislature need not draw a line between the spheres of no-fault coverage and tort liability. The cumulative action theory conflicts, however, with the no-fault objective of limiting a defendant’s tort liability for compensatory damages. Therefore, the theory should be recognized only to protect highly valued interests or to punish and deter serious misconduct.

The cumulative action was first recognized for deliberately inflicted physical injury and outrageous conduct designed to cause severe emotional distress. It can be tailored to other types of fact situations, as evidenced by the cases authorizing cumulative civil rights actions. A legislature wishing to exercise this option should focus on three issues. First, it must define the nature of the interest to be protected by the cumulative action. The no-fault legislation could permit tort liability only for specific interests, such as constitutional rights, or, more generally, for all types of nonphysical harm. The second issue is the nature of the defendant’s conduct. Due to the historical origins of the cumulative action theory, it is associated with proof of specific intent to injure or of egregious misconduct. A cumulative action also could be premised upon ordinary proof of intent or recklessness, however, and there is no need to impose a requirement of outrageous conduct outside the context of an action for intentional infliction of emotional distress. The third issue is the relationship between the tort action and any statutory penalty that the state may have adopted as part of its no-fault plan. The legislature should specify whether the injured person is entitled to both the statutory penalty and tort damages, or whether the penalty is to be set off against the tort recovery.

B. Alternative Action

The authorization of a cumulative action can be criticized as too generous, and it certainly conflicts with the no-fault objective of limiting a defendant’s tort liability for compensatory damages. The alternative action represents a more conservative approach, under which the defendant is subjected to tort liability only when no-fault benefits are not available. The alternative action is the most widely used theory in claims for nonphysical harm.

Because the alternative action theory requires a choice between tort liability and no-fault coverage, a legislature adopting the theory must carefully distinguish between them. One approach is to draw the line by reference to the type of interest to be protected. A legislature drawing this sort of line could authorize tort actions for all types of nonphysical harm. Alternatively, it could create tort liability for specific causes of
action, such as defamation, false imprisonment, and civil rights violations. It should be noted that it is easier to draw the line with reference to actions for dignitary harm than for emotional distress. In the former, the legislature can focus on the essence of the tort (e.g., harm to reputation), while in the latter, it must distinguish between general emotional distress, which is actionable in tort, and mental or physical disability, which is compensable under the no-fault plan.

Because it is so difficult to draw the line between tort and no-fault on the basis of the type of interest to be protected, the legislature may prefer to focus on the nature of the defendant’s conduct, requiring proof of intent or recklessness. The problem with this approach is that some tort actions for nonphysical harm, such as defamation and constitutional tort actions, do not require proof of intent as part of the prima facie case. To encompass these actions, the legislature could impose tort liability for any misconduct that does not arise out of, and in the course of, employment. This method of demarcating the boundary between tort and no-fault encourages the decisionmaker to take into account the policy considerations underlying the no-fault plan.

C. Cumulative Remedy

The primary problem with the alternative action theory is that it mandates a choice between tort and no-fault. A plaintiff who wishes to vindicate dignitary interests or punish the defendant through punitive damages must forego no-fault benefits as compensation for actual harm. The cumulative remedy theory resolves this dilemma. It allows the no-fault plan to perform the compensatory function which it was designed to serve, and authorizes the tort system to vindicate dignitary interests and punish egregious misconduct. Instead of forcing a choice between tort and no-fault, the cumulative remedy permits the claimant to recover no-fault benefits for those harms covered by the plan, and tort damages for those harms which fall outside the scope of the plan. Also, the cumulative remedy theory encourages the establishment of no-fault penalties. The no-fault penalty can be viewed as an administrative fine, with punitive damages available as a backup in cases of the most egregious conduct.

In drafting cumulative remedy legislation, it is necessary to define the line between tort liability and no-fault coverage because all harms not covered by the no-fault plan will be actionable in tort. The initial line must be drawn by reference to the type of interest to be protected, even though the preceding discussion of the alternative action theory has emphasized that such a line is sometimes difficult to draw. Thus, the no-fault plan could cover only physical disability, or it could cover both physical and mental disabilities. If it covers mental disabilities, the legis-
lature should specify the circumstances under which tort actions for non-
physical harm are appropriate. There are several options. First, the
legislature could decide to permit tort actions only for nominal plus puni-
tive damages. No-fault benefits would be the exclusive source of compen-
sation for nonphysical harm. Second, the legislature could authorize
tort actions for nominal and punitive damages plus compensatory dam-
ages to cover dignitary interests (e.g., harm to reputation) and general
emotional distress. Third, the legislature could authorize tort actions for
nonphysical harm only upon proof of intent or recklessness.

Once the legislature has determined which harms are covered by the
no-fault plan and which harms are compensable in tort, then it should
address tort liability for punitive damages. If it makes the no-fault plan
the sole source of compensation, the legislature should consider authoriz-
ing the recovery of punitive damages in tort upon proof of either nominal
damages or actual harm (even though the harm is compensated by the
no-fault plan). And if the no-fault plan contains statutory penalties, the legislature should specify whether punitive damages are available in
addition to the no-fault penalties, or whether the statutory penalty is the
exclusive punitive remedy.

CONCLUSION

Of the three theories which currently authorize a tort action for
nonphysical harm after the adoption of a no-fault compensation plan, the
cumulative remedy theory best serves the objectives of both the tort and
no-fault systems. It retains the limitations on liability that are an essen-
tial part of any no-fault plan. Yet it also permits the imposition of tort
liability on defendants who would otherwise enjoy immunity under the
no-fault plan's exclusive remedy provision. Thus, it maximizes the use of
no-fault legislation to compensate for physical and mental disabilities.
At the same time, it preserves the traditional vindicatory and punitive
functions of tort liability.

303. See generally Love, supra note 17, at 244-51.
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